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Name: Date:

Volcanoes and Earthquakes Spelling Challenge
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
Mountains formed from the build-up of volcanic lava often take this 
shape.

A. conee   B. kone   C. con   D. cone

2.
Molten rock that erupts from volcanoes.
A. lava   B. lavi   C. lavo   D. lavu

3.
A volcano that will not erupt again.
A. exxtinct   B. extincte   C. xtinct   D. extinct

4.
An instrument used to detect and record earthquakes.
A. seismograf   B. seismograph   C. seismogreph   D. ceismograph

5.
Molten rock that is found beneath the earth's surface.
A. magma   B. magmae   C. megme   D. magja

6.
The zone of earthquakes and volcanoes surrounding the Paci�c 
Ocean.

A. ring of �r   B. ring of �re   C. ring yf �re   D. ring of xire

7.
In 1980, this Washington State mountain gave North America its largest 
volcanic eruption.

A. St. Helens   B. St. Hezens   C. St. Hylens   D. St. Xelens

8.
A volcano that has not erupted recently, but may do so in the future.
A. dofmant   B. dormant   C. dorment   D. dermant
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For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.

Mountains formed from the build-up of volcanic lava often take this 
shape.

A. conee   B. kone   C. con   D. coneD

2.

Molten rock that erupts from volcanoes.

A. lava   B. lavi   C. lavo   D. lavuA

3.

A volcano that will not erupt again.

A. exxtinct   B. extincte   C. xtinct   D. extinctD

4.

An instrument used to detect and record earthquakes.

A. seismograf   B. seismograph   C. seismogreph   D. ceismographB

5.

Molten rock that is found beneath the earth's surface.

A. magma   B. magmae   C. megme   D. magjaA

6.

The zone of earthquakes and volcanoes surrounding the Pacific 
Ocean.

A. ring of fir   B. ring of fire   C. ring yf fire   D. ring of xireB

7.

In 1980, this Washington State mountain gave North America its largest 
volcanic eruption.

A. St. Helens   B. St. Hezens   C. St. Hylens   D. St. XelensA

8.

A volcano that has not erupted recently, but may do so in the future.

A. dofmant   B. dormant   C. dorment   D. dermantB


